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Low-density finite-temperature apparent insulating phase
in two-dimensional semiconductor systems

S. Das Sarma and E. H. Hwang
Condensed Matter Theory Center, Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742-4111, US
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We propose that the observed low-density ‘‘insulating’’ phase of a two-dimensional~2D! semiconductor
system, with the carrier density being just below (n,nc) the so-called critical density where the derivative of
resistivity changes sign at low temperatures@i.e., resistivity r(T) increases with increasingT for n.nc

whereas it decreases with increasingT for n,nc], is in fact a high-temperature crossover version of the same
effective metallic phase seen at higher densities (n.nc). This low density (n,nc) finite-temperature cross-
over 2D effective insulating phase is characterized byr(T) with power-law temperature dependence in con-
trast to the truly insulating state~occurring at still lower densities! whose resistivity increases exponentially
with decreasing temperature.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.195315 PACS number~s!: 73.40.Qv, 71.30.1h
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The so-called two-dimensional~2D! metallic phase,
identified1 in n-Si metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effe
transistor~MOSFET’s! by Kravchenko and collaborators,
still a subject of considerable interest and controversy.2 Al-
though the effectively metallic character~albeit at finite tem-
peratures! of this phase is well established experimentally
many 2D systems, it is still not known whether a trueT50
2D metal exists. The nature of the associated 2D me
insulator transition~2D MIT! as a function of carrier densit
(n) is also a mystery~particularly since a noninteracting dis
ordered 2D system atT50 is known on firm theoretica
grounds not to undergo any MIT as all states in two dim
sions are localized in the presence of finite disorder3!.

There is increasing evidence that the putative 2D ‘‘me
lic’’ phase, while being a perfectly good ‘‘effective’’ meta
down to T550–100 mK where experiments have so
been carried out, is essentially a finite-temperature effec
metal with screening4 and related electron-electron intera
tion effects5 playing important quantitative roles in determi
ing the temperature-dependent resistivity~and producing the
effective metallic behavior!. It should also be emphasize
that no reasonable model or theory for aT50 strongly cor-
related 2D metal~stabilized presumably by electron-electro
interaction in the presence of disorder! has been put forward
in the literature.2 ~Such a true 2D metal, if it exists atT
50, cannot be a Fermi liquid since the corresponding n
interacting 2D system is an insulator atT50.3! The ob-
served 2D metallic phase shows strong temperature de
dence (dr/dT.0) which is nominally unexpected in a met
at low temperatures where phonons freeze out in the l
temperature Bloch-Gru¨neisen regime. We have argued,
the basis of concrete calculations, that the strong tempera
dependence in the resistivity in the effective metallic phas
caused by a temperature-dependent effective disorder ar
from the strong temperature dependence of low-density
screening.4 This viewpoint of the metallic temperature d
pendence has received further support from recent theore
calculations of interaction corrections to 2D resistivity ge
eralizing the screening theory.5 Unlike 3D metals, where
qTF/2kF;1 and T/TF!1 ~where qTF ,kF ,TF are the
0163-1829/2003/68~19!/195315~9!/$20.00 68 1953
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Thomas-Fermi screening wave vector, the Fermi wave v
tor, and the Fermi temperature, respectively!, the
semiconductor-based 2D systems at low carrier dens
could typically haveqTF/2kF@1 andT/TF;1, engendering
strong screening-induced temperature dependence in th
sistivity arising from the strong temperature dependence
the screened impurity disorder scattering in contrast to
metals where any temperature dependence of disorder
tering is exponentially suppressed at low temperatures.

In this paper we extend our screening calculations to v
low densities~belownc , the apparent critical density for th
MIT !, where the experimental resistivity increases with d
creasing temperature (dr/dT,0) indicating the existence o
a nominally insulating phase. Quite surprisingly we pred
the existence of an effective ‘‘insulating’’ phase defined
dr/dT,0 at intermediateT andlow n, arising from the same
temperature-dependent disorder effect which produces
effective metallic phase (dr/dT.0) at low T andhigh n. We
find that for a range of densities belownc our calculated
resistivityr(T,n), as a function of temperature (T) and den-
sity (n), exhibits striking qualitative similarity to the exper
mentally observedr(T,n<nc),

6–10 where the resistivity in-
creases with decreasingT ~i.e.,dr/dT,0) in a rather slowly
rising approximate power-law manner in contrast to the th
mal exponential~either Mott variable range hopping or act
vated! behavior expected of a trueT50 insulator. The
strongly insulating phase~which is beyond the scope of ou
theory! may occur at still lower densities wherer(T) would
rise exponentially with decreasing temperature. Our the
applies to all 2D systems where the 2D MIT has been
ported, and most significantly, in some systems@such as high
mobility ~low disorder! 2D n- andp-GaAs# the observed 2D
insulating phase seems to be entirely the interesting l
density effective insulating phase identified in this paper
the exponential insulating behavior seems not to mani
itself in high quality GaAs systems except perhaps at
lowest densities and temperatures. An important salient
ture of this low-density novel phase~with dr/dT,0) is that
it is purely a temperature-induced crossover behavior, an
such the critical densitync at which the 2D system crosse
©2003 The American Physical Society15-1
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over to this phase~asn is decreased from abovenc to below!
is completely nonuniversal, being a function of temperat
itself, i.e., nc[nc(T), with the effective critical densitync

progressively decreasing with decreasing carrier tempera
The experimentally determined ‘‘critical’’ density is the
nc(T5T min) where Tmin('50– 300 mK depending on th
experiment! is the effective minimum temperature to whic
the 2D carrier system~andnot the background bath! can be
cooled down ~typically Tmin@T bath in 2D semiconductor
systems for low values ofTbath). Such a nonuniversal behav
ior for the critical density defining 2D MIT, namely thatnc

[nc(T) with the observed effectivenc decreasing with de-
creasing temperature, has been pointed
experimentally.9–11 In particular, our theory specifically rule
out a sharp~temperature- independent! separatrix delineating
the effective metallic (dr/dT.0) and the effective insulat
ing (dr/dT,0) phase in the 2D MIT phenomenon. We em
phasize that the experimental evidence for a sharp separ
in the 2D MIT is extremely sparse, and most 2D MIT e
periments observe a temperature-dependent crossover
sity nc(T) separatingdr/dT.0 for n.nc and dr/dT,0
for n,nc in agreement with our theory. Recently, Punnoo
and Finkel’stein12 have shown that within the
renormalization-group analysis the interplay of interact
and disorder may give rise to the crossover behavior nea
critical regime in the two valley Si-MOSFET systems. B
this model is irrelevant to the GaAs material which is
single-valley system.

We refer to this interesting (lown/ intermediateT) cross-
over ‘‘insulating’’ (dr/dT,0) phase as an ‘‘apparent’’ insu
lating phase in order to emphasize the fact that this phas
not a true insulating phase atT50, but is rather a low-
density~and ‘‘high’’-temperature! metallic phase wherer(T)
decreases with increasing temperature in a power-law f
ion. This effective insulating phase~i.e., dr/dT,0) is only
an apparent phase since lowering temperature further~at a
fixed n,nc) will eventually cause a temperature-induced
entrance into the effective metallic phase at sufficiently l
temperatures which, however, may not be accessible ex
mentally making the apparent insulating phase to appea
be a true insulating phase due to this low-T cutoff. We em-
phasize that the hallmark of our proposed apparent insula
phase is the approximate power-law temperature depend
of the resistivity in contrast to a true insulating phase wh
r(T) diverges exponentially with decreasing temperatu
All localization effects, either weak or strong, are neglec
in our theory. This is entirely consistent with our motivatio
of trying to understand carrier transport in a ‘‘high
temperature phase’’ where quantum interference effe
should be small. The Boltzmann theory, described bel
should be well valid for this effective high-temperature sem
classical phase independent of the actual value of the re
tivity.

We calculate the resistivity of a 2D carrier system scat
ing off random charged impurity centers with a screen
Coulomb impurity scattering potential. Within the Drud
Boltzmann semiclassical transport theory with the carr
19531
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impurity interaction treated in the standard ensemble av
aged Born approximation, we can express the 2D resisti
r as13

r215ne2^t&/m, ~1!

wherem is the carrier effective-mass assuming a parabo
band effective mass approximation for the semiconduc
band structure withn being the 2D carrier density. The the
mally averaged scattering time^t& can be written, within the
Drude-Boltzmann semiclassical theory~and the standard re
laxation time approximation!, as

^t&[^t&E5

E dEt~E!ES 2
] f

]ED
E dEES 2

] f

]ED , ~2!

where^•••&E indicates an energy averaging over the carr
thermal distribution functionf (E)5$11exp@b(E2m)#%21

with m[m(T,n) as the finite-temperature chemical potent
(b51/kBT) given by m5(1/b)ln@211exp(bEF)# for a 2D
system~note thatm5EF at T50, butm at finite T could be
substantially different and is negative forT.1.4TF). The
central quantity of interest is therefore the energy-depend
transport relaxation time~i.e., the scattering time! t(E),
which in the Born approximation is given by

t21~E!uE5ek
5

2p

\ (
k8

(
a

E
2`

`

dzNi
(a)~z!uuk2k8

(a)
~z!u2

3~12cosukk8!d~ek2ek8!, ~3!

whereek5\2k2/2m is the effective-mass band energy of th
2D carriers withk[uku as the 2D wave vector, andNi is the
three-dimensional volume density of the random charged
purity centers of theath kind ~we allow, in general, for dif-
ferent kinds of quenched disorder in the problem aris
from the distributions of different types of random charg
impurity centers in the 2D system! — we takez direction to
be the confinement direction perpendicular to the relev
2D plane of confinement of the carrier system. In Eq.~3!
uq

(a)(z) is the 2D~in thex-y plane! Fourier transform of the
3D screened electron-impurity interaction in the system
fined to be

uq
(a)~zi !5

2pZ(a)e2F~q,zi !

k̄qe~q!
, ~4!

where the effective dielectric functione(q) is given by

e~q!512
2pe2

k̄q
f ~q!P~q! , ~5!

whereP(q) is the finite temperature static 2D noninteracti
polarizability function andk̄ as the background static lattic
dielectric constant.~We have carried out calculations also b
including several different local field corrections in the 2
polarizability, but our qualitative results remain unaffect
and therefore we will only present here random-phase
5-2
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proximation~RPA! screening results whereP is the 2D non-
interacting static polarizability.! In Eqs. ~4! and ~5! F(q,zi)
and f (q) are, respectively, the 2D subband form factors
electron-impurity and electron-electron interactions, ass
ated with the finite width of carrier wave functions in thez
direction. These form factors are essential for quantita
accuracy, most particularly at the very low carrier densit
of our interest where the quasi-2D electron layer spre
considerably in the transverse direction making the strict
approximation highly unreliable. We calculate the form fa
tors by using the Fang-Howard-Stern variational wave fu
tions for the quasi-2D layer.13 For more details on the theor
see Refs. 13 and 14.

We have carried out extensive calculations of dc transp
based on the above-described Boltzmann theory, in sev
different 2D systems of current interest~i.e., systems where
an apparent MIT, as reflected in the change of sign indr/dT
at some low density, has been experimentally observed! at
low temperatures (T550 mK25 K) and densities (n
around, n;nc , the reported critical densities beingnc
'1011,1010,109 cm22 for typical high quality
n-Si-MOS, p-GaAs, andn-GaAs systems, respectively!.
Before presenting our numerical results forr(T,n) in Figs.
1–3, we first discuss qualitatively the theoretical results
pected on the basis of Eqs.~1!–~5! in various temperature
and density regimes. The dimensionless temperature,T/TF
;n21, plays an important role in our calculated temperat
and density dependence 2D resistivityr(T,n).

First, a straightforward asymptotic expansion of the Bo
zmann transport equation shows that, forT/TF!1, the resis-
tivity can be written asr5r01Dr(T), where r05r(T
50) andDr is given at very low temperature by14,15

Dr~T!TF!

r0
'A1S T

TF
D1A3/2S T

TF
D 3/2

2B2S T

TF
D 2

, ~6!

whereA1(.0), A3/2(.0) arise from the thermal smearin
of the electronic polarizability at 2kF wave vector, andB2
(.0) arises from the thermal energy averaging over
Fermi surface. Note that the first two screening terms in
~6! are both positive, indicating an increasing resistivity w
increasing temperature~the so-called 2D metallic behavior!
due to the suppression of screening at finite temperat
whereas the third term, arising from the thermal energy
eraging in Eq.~2!, is a negative correction to resistivity~i.e.,
a positive correction to conductivity! due to the increased
thermal velocity of the carriers at finite temperatures. T
expansions forA1 , A3/2, andB2 have earlier been derive
in the literature.5,14,15

A152S 11
1

f q0
D 21

, ~7!

A3/252.646S 11
1

f q0
D 22

, ~8!

B25
p2

6
p~p11!, ~9!
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whereq05qTF/2kF , f [ f (q52kF) is the 2D subband form
factor ~defining the deviation from the strict two dimensio
ality in the layer! at wave vector 2kF , andp (;1) gives the
energy dependence of the scattering time in Eq.~3!, i.e.,
t(E);Ep for E;EF . Three important feature of the
asymptotic expansion given in Eq.~6! need to be empha
sized:~i! TheA and theB terms in Eq.~6! arise from totally
different physics, and therefore we have neglected a poss
A2(T/TF)2 term in the screening expansion in Eq.~6! which
may very well modify theB2 term toB28[(B22A2). We use
Eq. ~6! only for the purpose of qualitative discussion, and
our results are based on the full numerical calculation of
semiclassical transport equations@Eqs. ~1!–~5!# making any
qualitative difference betweenB2 and B28 irrelevant for our
results.~ii ! There are higher-order interaction corrections
all the terms in Eq.~6!, but these corrections are quantit
tively unknown and are therefore left out of our discussi
completely.~iii ! The asymptotic expansion only holds at ve
low temperature (T/TF!1) which may not be of relevanc
to the 2D MIT phenomena.14 Details on the low-temperatur
transport behavior can be found in our recent work.14 Here
we are interested in the high-temperature resistivity, which
manifestly not given by Eq.~6!.

It is possible to obtain the asymptotic high-temperatu
result for the classical limit (T@TF) of the 2D resistivity
defined through Eqs.~1!–~6!, and the result is4

r~T@TF!;~TF /T!, ~10!

indicating that the high temperature resistivity decreases w
increasing temperature in an apparently insulatinglike m
ner ~i.e., dr/dT,0 for T@TF). This can be rather easily
understood physically based on the fact that at high temp
tures the main effect arises from the thermal increase in
average carrier velocity which obviously leads to a decre
ing resistivity. Thus the linear power-law resistivity,r
;T21, in Eq. ~10! arises from the energy averaging in E
~2!.

Even before carrying out the full numerical calculations
is obvious that any smooth interpolation between the lo
temperature behavior of Eq.~6! and the high-temperatur
behavior of Eq. ~10! would exhibit nonmonotonic
temperature-dependent resistivity4 associated with this
quantum-classical crossover, which has been seen6–10 ex-
perimentally. This leads to the following generic temperatu
dependence ofr(T/TF): At very low temperaturesr is linear
in T/TF with dr/dT(.0)being determined by the absolu
value of the coefficientA1; with increasingT/TF ~but with
T/TF,1) it is possible~but not necessarily essential! for
dr/dT to change sign becoming negative,dr/dT,0, if the
B2 term can overcome the effects of the first two positi
terms within the constraintT/TF,1. This obviously de-
pends on the relative values of coefficientsA1 , A3/2, andB2.
In Si ~100! inversion layer and in thep-GaAs system screen
ing effects are strong leading toA1 ,A3/2@B2 so that at low
T/TF the metallic resistivity,dr/dT.0, dominates. In the
n-GaAs 2D system, on the other hand, screening effects
weak ~since the density of states is small! and for modest
values ofT/TF , theB2 term is larger than the first two terms
5-3
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particularly at high densities where 2kF@qTF , leading to
dr/dT,0 for moderate values ofT/TF . ~In fact, this is also
expected in highly disordered systems where screening
fects may be cut off by impurity scattering at a characteris
temperatureTD which may not be too low.! The message
from the analytical results of Eqs.~6!–~9! is therefore clear:
A 2D system would always exhibit ‘‘metallic’’ resistivity
~defined asdr/dT.0) for the lowest value of the dimen
sionless temperatureT/TF ~ignoring all weak localization ef-
fects which we neglect throughout this paper! crossing over
to an apparent insulating~defined asdr/dT,0, butnot with
an exponential temperature dependence! resistivity at some
intermediate temperatureTcross, where metallic (dr/dT
.0) screening effects are overwhelmed by the insulat
(dr/dT,0) thermal averaging effects. If the carrier dens
of the 2D system is effectively low so thatTcross is lower
than the lowest achievable carrier temperature (Tmin) in the
system, then the 2D system will manifest an apparent in
lating phase (dr/dT,0) down to the lowest experimenta
temperatureT(.Tcross) since the low temperatures (T
,Tcross) where the screening effect dominates for a cro
over to the metallic behavior (dr/dT.0) cannot be
achieved. We note that it is possible in many situations,
pending on carrier densities and system parameters~e.g., ef-
fective mass, type of impurity scattering, etc.!, for Tcross

,TF . Remembering thatTF'0.7ñ K ~Si andp2GaAs) and
4ñ K (n2GaAs) whereñ is the 2D carrier density measure
in the units of 1010 cm22, we conclude thatTcrosscould be as
low as 100 mK~in some situations! for 2D carrier densities
around 1010 cm22 for n-Si ~and p-GaAs! and 109cm22 for
n-GaAs systems. A characteristic fundamental feature for
crossover we are discussing here is the strong dependen
the crossover temperature on the carrier density w
Tcross(n) increasing strongly with carrier density. The oth
important feature is the nonexistence of the apparent insu
ing (dr/dT,0) phase at low enough temperatureT
,Tcross), i.e., if the carrier temperature of a 2D system c
be decreased arbitrarily then~leaving out all localization ef-
fects! the system would always become metallic (dr/dT
.0) at low enough temperatures~defined asT!Tcross).

Our numerical transport results shown in Figs. 1–3
p-GaAs andn-GaAs, respectively, bear out the theoretic
considerations outlined above. In particular, the calcula
resistivity is always metallic at the lowest temperatur
manifesting a clear crossover to an insulating behavio
Tcross(n) with a change of sign indr/dT ~i.e., dr/dT.0 for
T,Tcross and dr/dT,0 for T.Tcross) as described above
We note thatTcross could be quite low for low values o
carrier density, and therefore it is possible, in principle,
the apparent insulating behavior to arise entirely from t
crossover effect. In particular, in Fig. 1 we choose~rather
arbitrarily! the lowest possible achievable carrier temperat
to be 3002500 mK ~for the purpose of illustration! and
show what a typical 2D MIT transport data set~in the T
5300 mK– 3 K range! would look like based entirely on
this finite-temperature crossover phenomenon. The ove
qualitative consistency between our results and many of
existing 2D MIT experimental results in the literature su
19531
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gests that the simple~and physically appealing! crossover
scenario presented in this paper cannot be entirely ruled
as the cause for the 2D MIT behavior observed experim
tally at least in some situations. We note a quantitative d
crepancy between our theory and experiment: in general
find Tcross in our theory to be higher than the correspondi
crossover temperature in the experiment.~This discrepancy
can be corrected by introducing a cutoffTD in the screening
as discussed later in this paper.!

It is essential to emphasize two points:~i! The effective
insulating phase is only an apparent insulating phase by
tue of the insulator being defined through the negative te
perature derivative of resistivity, i.e.,dr/dT,0. This appar-
ent insulating phase is really a metallic~i.e., extended or
delocalized electron wave function! electron liquid phase~in-
teracting with random charged impurity centers! exhibiting
dr/dT,0 down to a crossover temperature scaleT
.Tcross) with the lowest temperature (T!Tcross) phase being
always a true metal withdr/dT.0. ~ii ! The temperature
dependence ofr(T) in this apparently insulating phase sim

FIG. 1. ~a! Calculated 2D resistivities forp-GaAs system for
various hole densitiesp50.1,0.2,0.5,1.0,2.0,3.031010 cm22 ~from
the top! as a function of temperature. In this figure we use t
charged bulk impurities inside the quasi-2D systems.~b! Calculated
2D resistivities forn-GaAs system for various electron densiti
n50.4,0.5,1.0,2.0,3.0,4.0,5.03109 cm22 ~from the top! with the
charged interface impurities as a function of temperature. (TD50 is
used for these results.!
5-4
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LOW-DENSITY FINITE-TEMPERATURE APPARENT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 195315 ~2003!
lates a power law~with r;1/T in the T.TF high-
temperature region! rather than the exponential temperatu
dependence typical of a true insulating phase. The fin
temperature crossover insulating phase~i.e., dr/dT,0) is,
by definition, a high-temperature phase in our Drud
Boltzmann transport model with the true low-temperatu
(T→0) phase in our theory~which manifestly excludes
weak and strong localization effects! being always a metallic
~i.e., dr/dT.0) phase. The crucial point of physics is, how
ever, the fact that experimentally there is always a lo
temperature cutoffTmin , below which carriers simply canno
be cooled down, and forTcross,Tmin , the 2D apparent insu
lating phase discussed in this paper would, for all particu
purposes, behave like a ‘‘real’’ insulating phase. The app
ent 2D metal-insulator transition in this crossover scena
will therefore appear to occur at the densitync defined by
Tcross(nc)'Tmin .

In comparing our theoretical results with the existing 2
MIT data in the experimental literature, we mention tha
large number of reported data look qualitatively similar
the results shown in Figs. 1–3 of this paper. In particular,

FIG. 2. Calculated conductivities forp-GaAs system~Ref. 7!
for various hole densitiesp55.0,4.0,3.0,2.3,1.53109 cm22 ~from
the top! with the remote charged impurities. In~a! we calculate
conductivities without level broadening in the polarizability fun
tion, and in~b! we include the level broadening in the screenin
following Ref. 4, with TD50.2,0.25,0.3,0.4,0.5 K~from the top!.
The vertical bars indicate the Fermi temperatureTF .
19531
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following features of our theoretical results are often o
served experimentally:~i! the low-density–low-temperatur
2D insulating phase~for n,nc) is often seen to have a
approximate power-law temperature-dependence resisti
~ii ! the low-temperature extrapolated (T→0) resistivity does
not seem to be divergent in many cases;~iii ! the experimen-
tally observed critical densitync has been reported to be
function of the lowest measurement temperature withnc(T)
decreasing monotonically with decreasing temperature.
low enough carrier densities, most 2D systems should ev
tually enter a strongly localized transport regime where
low-temperature resistivity diverges in an exponential m
ner, but in high quality~i.e., low disorder! systems of interes
in the 2D MIT phenomenon such exponentially diverge
resistivity seems to be always preceded by a density reg
~below nc) wherer(T) increases smoothly in a power-la
manner with decreasing temperature. This intermediate d
sity regime of apparent insulating behavior is most stron
manifested in 2Dp-GaAs andn-GaAs systems, but it ha
also been seen inn-SiMOS systems. A possible reason f
the prevalence of the apparent insulating phase in 2D G
systems could be the much higher quality~i.e., much lower
disorder! for GaAs-based 2D systems compared with 2D
structure, making it possible for the system not to manif
localization down to rather low carrier densities, thus e
abling the crossover insulating phase to show up more ea
without being preempted by localization.

In discussing experimental data, it is important to real
that the measured 2D resistivityr(T) typically shows a satu-
ration at low enough temperature, i.e., below some satura
temperature (Ts;502300 mK, depending on the exper

,

FIG. 3. Calculated~a! resistivities and~b! conductivities for
n-GaAs system for various electron densitiesn51.6,2.0,2.3,2.9
3109 cm22 with the remote charged impurities and a fixed Ding
temperatureTD50.75 K as a function of temperature. The vertic
bars indicate the Fermi temperatureTF .
5-5
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ment! r(T,Ts) becomes essentially a constant complet
independent of temperature. Although an underlying~un-
known! fundamental cause for this resistivity saturation b
havior cannot be definitively ruled out, the saturation is g
erally believed to arise from a saturation in the carr
temperature due to the inevitable carrier heating problem
semiconductors at low temperatures and densities. This
sibility of carrier temperature saturation at low temperatu
~where further cryogenic cooling only lowers the tempe
ture of the surrounding bath, not the 2D electrons the
selves! is further supported by the fact that the resistiv
saturation is also seen in the insulating system at low eno
carrier temperatures. We have completely ignored the l
temperature resistivity saturation problem in our analysis,
suming, perhaps somewhat uncritically, but in agreem
with all existing theoretical analyses in the subject, that
resistivity saturation arises from temperature saturation,
Ts[Tmin . Within the screening theory, in fact, thermal su
pression of screening will be cut off at temperaturesT
,TD) lower than the temperature scale of the disorder s
tering ~with TD>\/kBt), and we have taken this disorde
broadening effect approximately into account in the res
presented in Figs. 2 and 3 of this paper. Another commen
the context of 2D MIT experiments is the issue of the s
called separatrix, where the critical densitync separating the
metallic and the insulating phase is claimed to manifes
completely temperature-independent resistivity sharply
lineating the metallic phase (dr/dT.0) from the insulating
phase (dr/dT,0) and thus defining a quantum phase tra
sition. Such a sharp separatrix cannot be explained a
within our Drude-Boltzmann theory since all electron
states are by definition extended in our semiclassical the
As has been emphasized above, the apparent critical de
nc in our theory is strongly temperature dependent withnc
delineating dr/dT.0 ~for n.nc) and dr/dT,0 ~for n
,nc) decreasing with the lowest measurement tempera
Tmin with nc→0 asTmin→0 since a true insulator does n
exist in our theory. An experimental separatrix defining t
2D MIT has, however, been rarely reported, and in that se
our theory is consistent with a large body of the existing
MIT experimental data. We do emphasize, however, tha
low enough densities all real 2D systems should eventu
exhibit exponential localization behavior~at densities below
the ‘‘power law’’ apparent localization being discussed
this paper! which is beyond the scope of our work. We b
lieve that Si MOS systems, typically being more disorde
than 2D GaAs systems, exhibit much more of t
exponential-type true insulating behavior than the power-
apparent insulating behavior being discussed in this pap

In a very recent paper Nohet al.7 have reported an
anomalous power-law insulating behavior in a 2Dp-GaAs
systems at low densities~and intermediate temperature!,
which we believe to be the apparent insulating phase indu
by quantum-classical crossover being predicted in this pa
The r s values in the samples of Ref. 7 are extremely h
(r s;44–80), bringing up the possibility of Wigner cryst
~perhaps in a strongly correlated molten phase16! physics
playing a role in this experiment. We believe that it is u
likely that Wigner crystal~WC! physics has much to do with
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this anomalous insulating behavior. First, the experimen
temperature and density regime where the anomalous i
lating behavior is observed is well outside the WC pha
boundary~see Fig. 4!. Second, the transport data plotted
s(T)[r21 for various densities in Ref. 7 show absolute
no indication of a critical density separating metallic a
insulating phases — the data at all densities look essent
the same at high temperatures wheres(T);T whereas at
low temperatures the relatively high-density conductiv
shows an upward bending below some density-depen
temperatureTcross(n) ~i.e., dr/dT changes sign from being
insulating-like,dr/dT,0, at higher temperatures to bein
metallic-like,dr/dT.0, at lower temperatures!. We empha-
size that forT.Tcross(n) there is absolutely no difference i

FIG. 4. Calculated 2D hole/electron liquid-Wigner crystal pha
diagram in the density-temperature (n,T) plot for ~a! p-GaAs and
~b! for n-GaAs systems. The shaded regions indicate the exp
mental samples corresponding to Ref. 7 forp-GaAs and Ref. 8 for
n-GaAs. HereTF is the Fermi temperature andG5^V&/^T& is the
ratio of the classical mean potential energy to the mean class
kinetic energy. The classical WC-electron liquid~first order! phase
transition line is defined byG5Gc , which is found from numerical
~molecular dynamics! simulations~Ref. 4! to be Gc'120. At T
50 a 2D system is expected to become a quantum WC phas
r s>37 ~Ref. 18!. The heavy solid line, indicating the liquid-soli
phase boundary, is obtained from the interpolating scheme
scribed in Ref. 16. The region above~below! the T5TF line is the
classical~quantum! region with CWC~QWC! denoting the classica
~quantum! Wigner crystal phase.
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the observed qualitative behavior ofs(T) at different densi-
ties. SinceTcross(n) decreases with carrier densityn, it is
impossible to rule out the possibility that the experimen
low-densitys(T) plots would actually also bend upward
temperatures lower than the lowest hole tempera
(;60 mK) achieved in these experiments. In fact, the
perimental data of Nohet al. are entirely consistent with thi
scenario. For example, if the experimental temperature cu
is taken to be 200 mK in the data of Nohet al., then all the
plots shown in Ref. 7 would appear to be insulating~up to
the hole density of 53109 cm22) since all the experimenta
data exhibitdr/dT,0 ~i.e., ds/dT.0) down to 200 mK.

To emphasize the similarity between the experimen
data of Nohet al. and our predicted crossover apparent
sulating phase we show in Fig. 2 our calculated low-den
transport results for the Nohet al.sample. Remembering tha
phonon scattering~neglected in our theory! becomes impor-
tant for GaAs holes already at 500 mK,6 the results of Fig. 2
are remarkably similar to the experimental data presente
Ref. 7. This is particularly true for Fig. 2~b!, where we in-
clude a Dingle temperature cutoff in the screening funct
in order to approximately simulate the effect of collision
broadening~due to impurity scattering!. The basic idea17 is
to include in the finite wave-vector static polarizability th
level broadening~parametrized by a Dingle temperatureTD
5G/kB whereG is the collisional damping! arising from the
impurity scattering. As discussed earlier in the literatur17

such a collisional damping term, parametrized by the le
broadening parameterTD , acts to suppress the thermal e
fects on screening at low temperatures,T!TD , while leav-
ing the screening function essentially unaffected at high te
peraturesT.TD . Since the level broadening parameter
the screening,TD , is unknown~within our approximation
scheme!, we do not attach any great quantitative significan
to our approximation except to note that this zeroth-or
scheme of incorporating collisional damping in screening
physically meaningful since impurity scattering should te
to suppress finite wave-vector static screening of an elec
gas. We emphasize that the parameterTD used in our theory
should not be construed to beTD'\/kBt ~which would be
far too small!, but should be considered an effective lev
broadening parameter which cuts off the strong tempera
dependence of screening forT,TD , with TD being a param-
eter of the theory~increasing with decreasing conductivity!.

It is therefore worthwhile to emphasize that our resu
~with TDÞ0 in screening! shown in Fig. 2~b! are qualita-
tively ~and even semiquantitatively! in good agreement with
the approximately linearly rising,s}T, conductivity at
higher temperatures found by Nohet al. In fact, even our
TD50 static RPA screening transport results are in qual
tive agreement with experiment except for the fact that
crossover temperatureTcross for ds/dT to change sign is
consistently much higher in Fig. 2~a! with TD50 than in our
Fig. 2~b! with TDÞ0 or in the experiment. The basic beha
ior of an approximately linear temperature dependence
conductivity,s}T, for T.Tcross(n) with Tcross(n) decreas-
ing with decreasing density@and ds/dT,0, i.e., s(T) in-
creasing with decreasing temperature forT,Tcross(n)] ap-
plies to Figs. 2~a! and ~b! and to the experimental data
19531
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Inclusion of phonon scattering~neglected in our calculation
here! is likely to further improve the good agreement b
tween experiment and theory.

In the context of comparison with the experimental da
we show in Fig. 3 our calculated low-temperature transp
results for the 2D GaAs electron system corresponding to
recent measurement of Lillyet al.8 carried out in a high qual-
ity low-density n-GaAs gated heterostructure system. W
have kept the level broadening parameterTD50.75 K fixed
in the results shown in Fig. 3 and have shown the behavio
both the resistivityr(T) and conductivitys(T) for several
low densities. Again, phonon-scattering effects, possibly
some importance here forT.1 K,8 have been neglected
These theoretical results are again in striking qualitative
semiquantitative agreement with the experimental data
Lilly et al.8 demonstrating that the experimentally observ
anomalous insulating phase in high quality~i.e., low-
disorder! 2D semiconductor systems may very well be t
apparent crossover insulating phase@which would manifest
metallic behavior forT,Tcross(n) except thatTcross may be
too low to be experimentally accessible at low carrier den
ties# predicted by our theory.

The striking qualitative agreement between our the
and experiment for the anomalous insulating phase enc
ages us to predict the following scenario for high qual
GaAs-based 2D~both electron and hole! systems. As 2D
carrier density is lowered the high-temperature crossover
sulating phase (T.Tcross) extends to lower temperatures a
Tcross(n) goes down, and eventually whenTcrossgoes below
the lowest accessible experimental temperature, the sys
appears to be insulating with an anomalous~i.e., power law!
temperature dependence characterizing the apparent ins
ing phase. Since our predicted scenario is in excellent qu
tative agreement with the available experimental data
GaAs-based high-mobility~low disorder! 2D holes and elec-
trons, we propose the following direct experimental test
its verification~or falsification!: One should lower the tem
perature to check whether the observed anomalous temp
ture dependence of the putative insulating phase remain
sulating or bends upward~i.e., ds/dT goes through zero
changing its sign from positive to negative as it does
higher densities! at lower temperatures. Since lowering ca
rier temperature arbitrarily is typically difficult to achieve i
2D semiconductor systems, a relatively easy way of tes
our proposed scenario will be to directly plot the experime
tally measuredds/dT ~or dr/dT) as a function of tempera
ture at low densities in the anomalous insulating phase. If
magnitude of this derivative is decreasing with decreas
temperature indicating thats ~or r) may be approaching a
minimum ~or maximum!, then this is a rather strong verifi
cation of our proposed scenario. We mention in this cont
that the experimental data of Refs. 7 and 8 are qualitativ
consistent with our proposed scenario of a decreasing m
nitude of ds/dT as T decreases. We believe that there a
simply two possibilities~which are consistent with our pre
diction of the anomalous power-law insulating phase bein
crossover phase!: Either the magnitude ofdr/dT will de-
crease indicating a transition to an effective metallic phase
dr/dT will diverge exponentially indicating a true insulatin
5-7
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phase. We suggest that experiments be carried out in
anomalous power-law insulating phase~with careful mea-
surements ofdr/dT as a function ofT andn) to verify our
prediction.

Finally, we discuss the possibility of WC physics playin
a role in the observed anomalous insulating behavior of R
7 and 8. In Fig. 4 we show our calculated approximate W
(T2n) phase diagram for both 2D electrons and holes
GaAs, combining both theT50 quantum Wigner crystalli-
zation at low carrier densities and the classical Wigner cr
tallization. The calculation of this approximate WC pha
diagram follows our recent work in Ref. 18 where we sho
how one can implement an interpolation scheme to ob
the full phase diagram in the density-temperature plot
combining the known classical19 and quantum21 WC limits.
We also show as shaded regimes the experimental sam
corresponding to Refs. 7 and 8 in Figs. 3~a! and~b!, respec-
tively. Both the shaded regions are well outside the W
phase in the phase diagram indicating that WC physic
unlikely to be playing a dominant role here. The more i
portant reason for ruling out the WC scenario is, howev
experimental — the experimental data of Nohet al.7 are
completely smooth and the conductivity behavior in the m
tallic ~higher density! and the insulating~lower density!
phase is identical at higher temperatures, the only differe
being the upward curvature ins(T) in the higher density
data which moves to lower temperatures in the lower den
plots and may have simply moved to temperatures below
measurement temperatures at the lowest densities maki
experimentally invisible.

In summary, we have identified an apparent hig
temperature insulating phase in 2D systems at intermed
carrier densities where the conductivity increases with te
perature in a power-law fashion~approximately linearly!.
This apparent or effective insulating phase is a temperat
induced quantum-classical crossover phase which exists
for T.Tcross(n) whereTcross decreases with decreasing ca
rier density. We have shown that, although typicallyTcross
;TF(}n), it is possible forTcross to be substantially below
the Fermi temperature if collisional broadening effects
included in the carrier screening function. We have sho
that our calculated transport behavior in this effective in
lating phase agrees qualitatively very well with recent obs
vations in high quality 2D electrons and holes in GaAs h
erostructures. We have not discussed the 2D Si-MOS sys
in this paper because the disorder effects in Si MOSFE
are substantially higher~mobilities are typically factors of
10–1000 lower in Si MOS systems than in GaAs system!,
and the Si MOS systems make transitions to the stron
localized phase~with exponential temperature dependenc!
much sooner — this intermediate crossover insulating ph
therefore exists only in a very narrow range of densities
temperatures in Si MOS systems.

The weakest empirical point in our quantitative compa
son with the experimental data is the fact that our theor
cally obtainedTcross

th (n) seems to be consistently higher th
the experimental crossover temperatureTcross

ex (n) whereTcross

at a particular density could, for example, be defined by
conditionds/dT50 at T5Tcross. We have tentatively fixed
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this problem in this work by introducing the collisiona
damping induced screening cutoff through the Dingle te
perature parameterTD . The other possibility is to take the
real Fermi temperatureTF to be smaller than the nomina
TF(;n/m) given by the carrier densityn and the band ef-
fective massm which could happen if the actual effectiv
mass is larger than the band mass and/or the actual free
rier density is smaller~e.g., due to trapping of carriers!. The
crossover temperature can be reduced if we use the temp
ture dependence of the effective mass, which is recently
vestigated in Ref. 20. In Ref. 20 it is shown that the lo
density effective mass has a peak atT'0.5TF and shows
strong temperature dependence. Since the larger effec
mass gives rise to higher resistivity the decrease of effec
mass aboveT'0.5TF can reduce the crossover temperatu
bringing our results in better agreement with experime
This is, however, a subtle issue since effective-mass re
malization would not ordinarily affect transport in a transl
tionally invariant system, and further work is needed to se
this point. While in the GaAs-based low disorder syste
studied in this paper, the discrepancy betweenTcross

th (n) and
Tcross

ex (n) is relatively small even for theTD50 theory, this
discrepancy is very large in Si MOS based 2D systems wh
disorder is high. A straightforward application of ourTD
50 theory for Si MOS systems indicatesTcross.1 K for the
n553101021011 cm22 density range of relevance to Si 2
systems. To reduceTcrosssubstantially one needs to introduc
large values ofTD where the theory is not meaningful. Th
other possibility is that the effective mass in Si may be e
hanced from its band value and/or the effective carrier d
sity may be substantially lower than the nominaln. It is
therefore interesting to note that there is no clearcut signa
of this anomalous insulating phase in 2D Si MOS syste
where the insulating phase, forT,1 K or so, indicates ex-
ponentially rising resistivity with decreasing temperatu
This is consistent with our finding of rather largeTcross

th in Si
MOS systems implying that this apparent insulating phas
Si systems remains only a high-temperature phase since
electrons can always be cooled belowTcross in the 2D Si
samples.

We note finally that the validity of the semiclassic
Drude-Boltzmann theory for studying the anomalous insu
ing phase is not a crucial issue in this context. The reaso
that Boltzmann theory, being semiclassical, becomes incr
ingly valid at higher temperatures, and therefore should b
reasonable qualitative description for the high-temperat
effective insulating phase being discussed here. The pre
value of the resistivityr and the corresponding localizatio
parameterkFl ~wherel is the transport mean-free path!, i.e.,
whetherr is smaller than the quantum of resistanceh/e2 or
kFl is larger than unity, are important issues forT50 con-
siderations~where quantum localization effects are impo
tant! but not for finiteT/TF ('0.1–1) case which is of in-
terest here. In fact, within our semiclassical Boltzma
transport theory the behavior shown in Figs. 1–3 aregeneric
behavior determined entirely byn and T, completely inde-
pendent of the actual resistivity values of the 2D system,
one should think of the ordinate (r or s in our figures! to
5-8
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have completely arbitrary units — the actual values ofr
(5s21) in our theoretical results being determined by t
unknown charged impurity density (Ni) in the system which
we use as an adjustable parameter to set the resistivity s
It is more appropriate to think of ordinate at Figs. 1 and 2
r/r0 or s/s0 wherer0 or s0 are theT50 Drude values of
resistivity or conductivity. These considerations make it cl
that our qualitative results are valid~at finiteT/TF) irrespec-
tive of the actual sample resistivities as long as one can
glect quantum localization effects which seems to be the c
for the GaAs experiments in Refs. 7 and 8, but perhaps
for Si MOS samples. For similar reasons, RPA become
better approximation at larger values ofT/TF since RPA is
essentially exact in theT/TF@1 limit. Thus finite-T and
large-r s systems~which have relatively larger values o
T/TF) may be well described by our RPA theory.

In our conclusion, we discuss critically the approxim
tions of our theory which may limit its applicability to rea
2D systems. Our most important approximations are
Drude-Boltzmann scattering theory~due to charged impurity
scattering! and RPA screening by the electron liquid. Both
these approximations are simplistic at the low carrier den
phenomena of interest here. But there are good reason
believe that our theory is sound in explaining the qualitat
u
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behavior of 2D semiconductor systems at densities and t
peratures above the true localization regime. First, rec
systematic diagrammatic calculations5 of higher-order inter-
action corrections to the 2D resistivity show that the ba
picture of an effective 2D metallic behavior withdr/dT
.0 ~with a leading order linear temperature coefficient
resistivity! applies well in the ballistic transport regim
(\/kBt!T!TF) provided weak localization effects are ne
ligible. Weak localization effects may dominate at very lo
temperatures and provide a different crossover of resisti
from metal to insulator as temperature decreases.22 Second,
the results forr(T,n) obtained in the 2D metallic regime
within the RPA-Drude-Boltzmann theory agree well with e
isting experimental results. Third, RPA becomes quant
tively accurate at high temperatures~and our inclusion of
local-field correlation corrections going beyond RPA giv
qualitatively very similar results!. We therefore believe tha
our description of the high-temperature apparent insula
phase based on the semiclassical Drude-Boltzmann-R
transport theory may have considerable theoretical validi
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